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The aim of this paper is to present the design of a partial syntactic annotation of
the IPI PAN Corpus of Polish [13] and the corresponding extension of the corpus
search engine Poliqarp [14, 7] developed at the Institue of Computer Science PAS
and currently employed in Polish and Portuguese corpora projects. In particular,
we will argue for the need to distinguish between, and represent both, syntactic
and semantic heads, and we will sketch the representation of coordination, the area
traditionally controversial both in theoretical and in computational linguistics. The
annotation is designed in a way intended to maximise the usefulness of the resulting
corpus for the task of automatic valence acquisition.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Outline

Treebanks are resources often used for the automatic acquisition of linguistic and
natural language processing (NLP) knowledge such as frequencies of particular
constructions or phrase types, syntactic valence or collocational information.

The aim of this article is to present the design of a treebank to be used specif-
ically for the purposes of automatic valence acquisition,1 where both morphosyn-
tactic and lexico-semantic selectional requirements will be learned. For this rea-
son, it is necessary to identify both the syntactic head (for morphosyntactic valence
constraints) and the semantic head (for lexico-semantic selectional restrictions) of
any construction. Section 2 shows that semantic heads cannot be deduced auto-
matically from the syntactic structure. But if both the syntactic and the semantic
head are annotated for any constructions, then the unsolved question of the head-

1But, no doubt, this resource will turn out to be useful also for many other purposes.
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edness of coordinate structures becomes even more pressing; a possible solution is
proposed in section 3.

The treebank mentioned above will be built in two stages. First, a partial tree-
bank will be constructed with the help of shallow grammars which will identify
NPs, PPs, and other possible verbal dependents. No attempt will be made at con-
structing the full structure of a clause at this stage. That resulting information will
be used to automatically construct a preliminary valence dictionary. The second
stage will consist in the manual construction of full parses for clauses, possibly
on the basis of the results of automatic deep parsing (with the use of the valence
dictionary created in the first stage).

This paper reports on work within the first stage. After discussing the syntac-
tic/semantic head distinction in §2 and coordination in §3, we propose an XML
representation for such annotation in §4 and, in §5, we describe a conservative ex-
tension of the query language used by the Poliqarp search engine that takes advan-
tage of such grammatical annotation. The remainder of this section briefly presents
the current status of the IPI PAN Corpus of Polish, which constitutes the empiri-
cal basis for the planned treebank, and Poliqarp, the search tool used to query the
corpus.

1.2 The IPI PAN Corpus

The IPI PAN Corpus of Polish ([13]; http://korpus.pl/), presently the only
morphosyntactically annotated large corpus of Polish, was first made available for
search in June 2004. The whole corpus contains over 250 million segments (over
200 million orthographic words). Recently, a source (XML) version of a subcorpus
containing 100 million segments has been made available to the public for non-
commercial research purposes. Unique features of this corpus include a carefully
designed and documented morphosyntactic tagset and the inclusion of all possible
morphosyntactic interpretations, in addition to those chosen by the tagger as correct
in the given context. The corpus is XML-encoded according to (slightly modified)
XCES [6] specifications.

1.3 Poliqarp

Poliqarp is an indexing and searching tool developed in the same project as the IPI
PAN Corpus, but it was designed as a universal corpus management tool: the tagset
may be specified externally and the internal character coding is UTF-8, so the tool
could be used for any corpus of any language. A stable version 1.0 of Poliqarp is
available to the community under the GNU GPL licence.
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The syntax query of Poliqarp (described in detail in [13]) is based on that of
CQP [2], but it contains some unique features. One of the most interesting is that
one may refer both to all morphosyntactic interpretations given by the morpho-
logical analyser and to the disambiguated interpretations; for example, the query
‘[case~acc & case=gen]’ may be used to find those forms which were tagged
as genitive but which may, in other contexts, be analysed as accusative. Moreover,
since some contexts do not provide sufficient information to fully disambiguate
a form, Poliqarp allows to distinguish between certain and uncertain information.
For example, the query ‘[case=gen]’ may be used to search for any forms whose
disambiguated interpretation (possibly one of many, if the tagger could not narrow
down interpretations to one) is genitive, while ‘[case==gen]’ finds those forms
that have a unique (certain) genitive interpretation.2

2 Distinguishing Syntactic and Semantic Heads

It is well known that valence must be expressed both at the syntactic and at the
semantic level; a verb (or any predicate) may refer to the morphosyntactic (e.g.,
part of speech, case) or the lexico-semantic (e.g., volition, humanness, particular
lexemes) properties of its argument. For this reason, both the syntactic head and
the semantic head of a potential dependent must be made available to the valence
acquisition algorithm.

In many cases syntactic heads are also semantic heads, as in the majority of
noun phrases, but there are exceptions. In many cases, the syntactic structure of a
construction allows one to automatically deduce the semantic head, as in the case
of the English determiner+noun NPs, where the noun is always the semantic head,
although the determiner may be taken to be the syntactic head, but again there
are exceptions. For these reasons it is necessary to explicitly represent both the
syntactic head and the semantic head in a treebank.

One area where it is very difficult to automatically recognise the semantic head
on the basis of syntax only is the domain of numeral and nominal phrases in Pol-
ish. In Polish, numerals are a morphosyntactic rather than a semantic class; when
in subject position, they exhibit a special agreement pattern with the verb, which
occurs in the ‘default’ 3rd person singular neuter form rather than in the form which
would agree with the noun. For example ‘Five books lay on the table’ would be
translated into Pięć książek-GEN.FEM.PL leżało-3RD.NEUT.SG na stole (lit.: ‘five
books lay on table’) rather than *Pięć książek-GEN.FEM.PL leżały-3RD.FEM.PL na

2Let us mention, for completeness, that the query ‘[case~~gen]’ would find all forms which
are unambiguously genitive, regardless of context, i.e., forms whose all possible interpretations are
genitive.
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stole. It is commonly assumed that numerals are the syntactic heads of such nu-
meral constructions, while the nouns are semantic heads. On the other hand, the
noun is both the syntactic and the semantic head in a noun phrase. However, there
are number-denoting lexemes which are clear morphosyntactic nouns, e.g., tuzin
‘dozen’, where it is the complement of the syntactic head noun that should be anal-
ysed as the semantic head, and there are also lexemes such as tysiąc ‘thousand’
which are morphosyntactically ambigous between the numeral and the nominal in-
terpretation. In fact, various measure phrases are widely discussed cases of the syn-
tactic/semantic head mismatch in various languages, cf., e.g., [19] for English and
[16] for French, with a broader spectrum of such mismatches in nominal phrases,
involving phrases like part of the room, herd of wildebeest, kind of fish, bout of the
flu and her jerk of a husband, discussed in [4].

Another area where syntax does not pre-determine semantic headedness are
adjectival phrases: there is a subset of (syntactically) adjectival phrases, called
elective phrases, as in największy z chłopców ‘(the) biggest of boys’, where the se-
mantic head is actually the noun argument of the proposition z ‘of’ subcategorised
for by the comparative or superlative form of the adjective (największy ‘biggest’ in
this example).

More examples can be given of Polish constructions whose purely morphosyn-
tactic makeup does not determine the semantic headedness. For this reason, if a
treebank is to be useful in applications such as exhaustive valence extraction, it
must explicitly encode both kinds of headedness.

3 Coordination

Coordination is one of the most controversial areas in theoretical linguistics. In
particular, it is far from clear what should count as the head in coordinate construc-
tions. Postulating the existence of two possibly different heads makes things even
worse: while many syntactic theories take the conjunction to be the syntactic head,
it clearly is not the semantic head. In fact, each conjunct should be treated as a
semantic head.

This is exactly the stance that we adopt here: since — assuming that a coor-
dinated structure has a semantic head — all conjuncts should be treated as heads,
we will assume that coordinations are actually multi-headed structures, with each
conjunct providing a syntactic head and a corresponding semantic head.

This decision is also dictated by valence acquisition considerations: in cases
of coordination of unlike categories, the coordinate structure provides evidence
for two syntactically different valence frames of the same verb. For example, the
sentence Opowiadał o Wenecji i że musi tam wrócić ‘(He) was saying about Venice
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and that (he) must return there’ (from [8]) is grammatical only because the verb
OPOWIADAĆ (‘talk’, ‘say’) may be combined either with a prepositional phrase
headed by the preposition O or with a clause headed by the complementiser ŻE.
This evidence would be missed, or at least it would have to be reached via much
more complicated reasoning, if the conjunction or just one of the conjuncts were
taken to be the syntactic head.

Note that this treatment of coordination makes coordinate structures essentially
multi-headed, as in [1] (or, in a way, as in [17] and in a mediaeval modistic gram-
mar [3], where a coordinate structure is not a phrase in its own right, but the verb
has a direct relation to each of the conjuncts), unlike in modern linguistic theories,
which often analyse coordination as head-argument constructions, either by pos-
tuling that coordinate constructions are headed by the first conjunct (e.g., [10]), or
that they are headed by conjunction (e.g., [15]). We believe that the cases of coor-
dination of unlike categories, such as mentioned above, while providing practical
reasons for the treatment of coordinate structures as multi-headed in the context
of a valence acquisition project, also constitute some evidence for such a multi-
headed theoretical linguistic analysis of coordination.

4 XML Representation

Each text in the IPI PAN Corpus of Polish currently consists of three XML files:
header.xml, containing metadata, text.xml, validated by the (slightly modified)
xcesDoc.dtd from the XCES (XML Corpus Encoding Standard; [6]) specifica-
tion, containing the text itself with some structural annotation, and morph.xml,
validated by the (slightly modified) xcesAna.dtd, containing morphosyntactic an-
notation.

Each morph.xml is sequence of <tok> elements grouped into sentences
(<chunk type="s"> elements), which are in turn grouped into paragraphs
(<chunk type="p"> elements). A three-segment fragment of a morph.xml, trans-
lated as ‘for (the) Częstochowa steel-mill’, is given below:3

<tok id="tA10">
<orth>dla</orth>
<lex disamb="1"><base>dla</base><ctag>prep:gen</ctag></lex>
</tok>
<tok id="tA11">
<orth>Huty</orth>

3As mentioned above, all morphosyntactic interpretations are retained for each segment, but the
one that the tagger ruled as correct is marked with the ‘disamb="1"’ attribute.
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<lex disamb="1"><base>huta</base><ctag>subst:sg:gen:f</ctag></lex>
<lex><base>huta</base><ctag>subst:pl:nom:f</ctag></lex>
<lex><base>huta</base><ctag>subst:pl:acc:f</ctag></lex>
<lex><base>huta</base><ctag>subst:pl:voc:f</ctag></lex>
</tok>
<tok id="tA12">
<orth>Częstochowa</orth>
<lex disamb="1"><base>częstochowa</base>

<ctag>subst:sg:nom:f</ctag></lex>
</tok>

This is a PP syntactically headed by the preposition dla with the named entity
NP headed by Huty ‘steel-mill’ modified by the proper name Częstochowa. Ac-
cordingly, there are two constructions here: the NP headed both syntactically and
semantically by Huty, and the PP, syntactically headed by dla and semantically
headed by the semantic head of the NP, i.e., by Huty.

For the partial annotation stage of the treebank building, we propose a simple
standoff annotation consisting of sequence of <group> elements containing the
information of the extent of the construction (the attributes from and to), of the
syntactic and semantic head (synh and semh) and of the type of the construction
(PG for prepositional group and NG for nominal group):

<group from="tA10" to="tA12" synh="tA10" semh="tA11" type="PG"/>
<group from="tA11" to="tA12" synh="tA11" semh="tA11" type="NG"/>

Note that both the syntactic head and the semantic head are tokens (segments)
rather than constructions. Since, for each (non-coordinate) construction, the syn-
tactic head is a lexical item, this phrase structure representation can actually be
easily translated into dependency representation, in the spirit of [12]. Moreover,
instead of saying that the semantic head is the NP argument of the preposition, we
are saying that the semantic head of the PP is the semantic head of the NP argu-
ment of the PP. This way each construction can be almost (see below) exhaustively
characterised by two lexical items within that construction.4

The XML representation is more complicated in case of coordination phrases.
Such constructions will be marked as groups of type="Coordination", without
the synh and semh attributes, but containing groups of type="Conjunction", as
well as groups of type="Conjunct", representing particular conjuncts. For exam-
ple, assuming that the phrase zarówno Ratyzbona, jak i Tybinga ‘both Regensburg

4Note that, while we assume that the syntactic head is an immediate constituent of the con-
struction, the semantic head can be deeply embedded, as in the constructed example [dla [pięciu
[największych [z [tych hut]]]]], ‘for five biggest of these steel-mills’, semantically headed by hut.
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and Tübingen’ is tokenised into 6 segments (zarówno, Ratyzbona, ,, jak, i, Tybinga)
with id values from t1 to t6, the partial syntactic annotation may look as follows:

<group from="t1" to="t6" type="Coordination"/>
<group from="t1" to="t1" synh="t1" semh="t1" type="Conjunction"/>
<group from="t2" to="t2" synh="t2" semh="t2" type="Conjunct"/>
<group from="t3" to="t5" synh="t5" semh="t5" type="Conjunction"/>
<group from="t6" to="t6" synh="t6" semh="t6" type="Conjunct"/>

All (headed; see below) conjuncts provide heads for the whole coordinate struc-
ture. Each group of type="Conjunct" may consist either of a single token (as
in the example above), in which case the values of the attributes from, to, synh
and semh are equal to the id of that token, or it may consist of a group (simple
or coordinate), in which case the values of these attributes are the same as the val-
ues of that group. This in particular means that, when one of the conjuncts is a
coordinate structure itself, this conjunct will have no synh and semh attributes, as
in the following representation corresponding to the English either A and B, or C.
Assuming that this construction is tokenised into 7 segments, the representation of
such an embedded coordination will be as follows:

<group from="t1" to="t7" type="Coordination"/>
<group from="t1" to="t1" synh="t1" semh="t1" type="Conjunction"/>
<group from="t2" to="t4" type="Conjunct"/>
<group from="t2" to="t4" type="Coordination"/>
<group from="t2" to="t2" synh="t2" semh="t2" type="Conjunct"/>
<group from="t3" to="t3" synh="t3" semh="t3" type="Conjunction"/>
<group from="t4" to="t4" synh="t4" semh="t4" type="Conjunct"/>
<group from="t5" to="t6" synh="t6" semh="t6" type="Conjunction"/>
<group from="t7" to="t7" synh="t7" semh="t7" type="Conjunct"/>

Any immediate constituent of a coordinate phrase which is neither of the two
types above (Conjunction or Conjunct) is assumed to be a parenthetical, i.e.,
not the actual part of the coordinate construction.

5 Extending the Poliqarp Query Language

Poliqarp provides a rich query language with two levels of regular expressions:
over strings and over segment specifications, but it currently does not make it
possible to query a corpus for syntactic representation. It is not our aim to ex-
tend Poliqarp to a full fledged syntactic query tool; such tools exist, notably the
tools created within the TIGER project ([9]; http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.
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de/projekte/TIGER/). In fact, we have created an XSLT stylesheet converting
syntactic information in the format given above (but ignoring the semantic head
information) into the TIGER XML format.

However, such general treebank search tools have various restrictions, and the
Poliqarp extension described here aims at complementing these tools. One partic-
ular restriction of the TIGER tools that the representation described above violates
is that each node may only have one incoming edge.5 While the representation
above assumes (although it does not enforce) that any given token may be a syn-
tactic head of at most one construction, many constructions may share the same
semantic head, as in the example cited in fn. 4 above.

5.1 Simple Constructions

Each segment specification in the Poliqarp query language is a brackets-enclosed
combination of constraints connected by logical connectives; for example the fol-
lowing specifies a nominal or adjectival segment whose gender is not feminine:
‘[(pos=noun | pos=adj) & gend!=f]’. Each constraint is an attribute-value
specification, where the attribute is either pos (part of speech), a grammatical cat-
egory (e.g., gend or case), orth (orthography) or base (the lemma).

Queries for syntactic constructions have a similar syntax, but they use a dif-
ferent repertoire of attributes, non-overlapping with the attributes used to spec-
ify segments. Two main attributes to be used for querying for syntactic groups
are: type and head. The attribute type refers to the values of the XML at-
tribute type, so ‘[type=Coordination]’ will find coordinated constructions,
while ‘[type="[PN]G"]’ will find prepositional and nominal groups.

The syntax of values of the attribute head differs from that of the other at-
tributes; its values must be enclosed in a double or a single set of square brack-
ets, as in: ‘[head=[...][...]]’ or ‘[head=[...]]’. In the first case, the
first brackets specify the syntactic head and second brackets specify the semantic
head, as in the following query which may be used to find elective constructions:
‘[head=[pos=adj][pos=noun]]’.

In the second case, the content of the single brackets specifies both the syntactic
head and the semantic head and, additionally, makes the requirement that they be
the same segment. This means that the queries ‘[head=[case=gen][case=gen]]’
and ‘[head=[case=gen]]’ have a slightly different semantics: the first will find
syntactic groups where the two heads may be different or the same, but they must
be genitive; the second will find groups with the two heads being necessarily the
same genitive segment.

5There is a special mechanism for adding a second edge, e.g., in order to represent control.
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The usefulness of such queries may be illustrated with a query for verbs which
co-occur with dative dependents denoting students; the first approximation of such
a query may look like this: ‘[pos=verb][head=[case=dat][base=student]]’.
This query will find not only dative nominal groups headed by a form of STU-
DENT, but also dative numeral groups whose main noun is a form of STUDENT,
appropriate dative adjectival elective groups, etc.

Two additional attributes are introduced as syntactic sugar: synh and semh.
The specification ‘synh=[...]’ is fully equivalent to ‘head=[...][]’, i.e., it puts
a constraint on the syntactic head only, while the specification ‘semh=[...]’ is
fully equivalent to ‘head=[][...]’, i.e., no constraint on the syntactic head is
given.

It may seem that, given the possibility to specify the syntactic head of the con-
struction, the attribute type is redundant; in fact, we are not currently aware of
cases where the specification ‘type="PG"’ or ‘type="NG"’ could not be replaced
by an appropriate reference to the grammatical class (part of speech) of the syntac-
tic head. However, the type attribute is useful for finding constructions which are
not defined by their heads, for example, oratio recta constructions, and — as we
will see below — it is also useful for dealing with coordinate structures.

5.2 Coordination

In §3 we presented the view that coordinate structures are best treated as
multi-headed, with each conjunct coming with its own set of syntactic/semantic
heads. Given that constructions may have multiple syntactic/semantic head
pairs, we give the existential import to specifications like ‘[head=[...][...]]’,
‘[head=[...]]’, ‘[synh=[...]]’ and ‘[semh=[...]]’. That is, a query like
‘[head=[pos=noun]]’ will find nominal groups, as well as coordinate groups
containing at least one nominal conjunct. The query can be constrained to sim-
ple nominal groups or to coordinate constructions by adding an appropriate type
specification, e.g., ‘[head=[pos=noun] & type="NG"]’ should only find simple
nominal groups.

This existential semantics of head specifications can be taken advantage of in
finding coordinations of unlike categories, as in the query ‘[synh=[case=gen] &
synh=[case=acc]]’, which may find coordinate phrases with a genitive and an
accusative conjunct.6

On the other hand, the drawback of this query semantics is that it does not
make it possible to find fully homogeneous coordinate structures, with the ex-
clusion of heterogeneous structures mentioned above; i.e., there is currently no

6Such mixed coordination is possible in Polish in cases where the genitive is actually a partitive
genitive realisation of an accusative requirement.
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way to say that all syntactic/semantic head pairs should satisfy a certain require-
ment. However, the analogy between segment specifications and syntactic group
specifications suggests an immediate solution to this problem, namely, allowing an
additional operator ‘==’ for head specifications, which enforces the universal treat-
ment of the specification. So, just like the query ‘[case==gen]’ can be used to
search for segments whose all disambiguated interpretations are genitive (cf. §1.3),
‘[synh==[pos=noun] & type="Coordination"]’ will find coordinate phrases
whose all conjuncts are syntactically nominal groups.

Note that it is theoretically possible that some conjuncts do not have im-
mediate heads; one such situation is illustrated in §4 (p. 7), where the conjunct
which is an immediately embedded coordinate structure does not have the at-
tributes synh and semh. Another such situation may theoretically arise when one
of the conjuncts is an oratio recta group. In such cases, even if all the other,
headed, conjuncts are nominal, the whole coordinate construction will not be iden-
tified by the query ‘[synh==[pos=noun] & type="Coordination"]’. However,
with the use of the negation operator ‘!’, it is possible to formulate a query that
will find coordinate constructions whose all headed conjuncts are nominal, e.g.:
‘[synh!=[pos!=noun] & type="Coordination"]’. This query translates into:
find a construction of type="Coordination" such that no conjunct can be char-
acterised as having a non-nominal syntactic head; this targets exactly syntactically
nominal and headless conjuncts.

6 Conclusion

Although there exist treebanks which contain interesting semantic information, to
the best of our knowledge few treebanks contain the explicit distinction between
syntactic and semantic heads, the Sinica Treebank [5] being the only exception we
are aware of. However, both heads must be identified in the process of automatic
valence acquisition, as well as in other applications.7

This paper gave some rationale for the explicit encoding of such a distinction
in a partial treebank of Polish and showed how to implement this encoding: we
described how to conservatively extend the XCES encoding to syntactic groups
marked with both kinds of heads, and how to conservatively extend the syntax
query of Poliqarp to take advantage of this information. Moreover, we proposed
a treatment of coordination as multi-headed constructions, and proposed further
corresponding extensions of the XML scheme and the Poliqarp query syntax.

The proposal outlined above contains some controversial features, e.g., the
7For example, in text retrieval, e.g., [11], in the identification of grammatical relations, e.g., [18],

etc.
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identification of heads as segments, i.e., always leaves in the syntactic tree, and
the specific treatment of coordination with each conjunct (with the exception of
headless conjuncts) bringing its own set of syntactic/semantic heads. However, we
feel that ideas presented here are ripe for the community review.
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